SHOCK LINE INSTRUCTIONS
1) Push line through the double metal sleeve to open a loop,
on end ("B").
2) Enter the shock line loop on the shock line groove and
tighten.
3) Tie the end ("A") to any convenience place toward to
the bow.
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Shock line groove
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SUGGESTED PLACEMENT, USING 4 ROD HOLDERS

RELOADING CAN
BE DONE INSIDE
COCKPIT
-.*--

BOOM SIZES ARE
4' EACH SIDE.
A 6' OPTIONAL.

Shock line adjuster BOOM ROTATES -i.IN THE ROD HOLDER
— FOR-LOADING AND
RELOADING AND
LOCKS IN POSITION

A FEW TIPS FROM THE DEVELOPER
Tangles - Ugh! For years, fishermen have been trying to invent a way to overcome this dilemma.
I think the Flat Line Boom system is the best answer. We have tested the Booms on the rivers, lakes, and
oceans. We have caught Snook, Walleys, Pike, Bass, and all the ocean species. MOST TANGLES HAPPEN
WHEN TRYING TO RETURN TO THE SCHOOL OF FISH.
Trolling:
1. When making a quick turn to return to the fishing location, rotate the Boom to the inside of the turn,
pointing it to the bow of the boat. This maintains the best possible spread.
2. The Boom permits you to locate the baits outside the prop wash. Now you can locate them on the
face of your boats wake. ( This one comes from Hawaii ). Locating your baits on the face of the 3rd, 5th, or 7 th

of the boat's wake will improve your catch. Use the shock-line to fine tune your bait location.
Drift & Bottom Fishing:
1. Drift Fishing - Unlock the Boom from the drift side rod holder and, using the sock line, position the Boom
parallel to your drift. Will allow more lines fishing.
2. Bottom Fishing at anchor - Use the Booms to spread baits, enabling you to launch more lines from the
transom.
To store your Booms for travel, reverse the booms into opposite rod holders.
I hope these tips are useful and should you develop other applications when using our Booms,
Please pass it on so we can share it with others. Send us a letter or E-mail to us.
Thank you for choosing our Outrigger,

1jji® FLAT LINE BOOM, MFG.
MODEL # 3537
1) Assemble all the parts as shown on the PARTS AND PACKING LIST.
2) Check & Insert lock tubes into your rod holder. NOTE: Most metal gunnel mounted rod holders are
compatible with this system. On the smaller rod holders you will need to remove the rubber sleeve.
3) I you are using the optional extensions for an increase in your spread, you must use the Shock lines
to protect the Booms and your rod holder pin.
4) A few rod holders have a closed bottom .. To use this product you can switch the lock tubes to
opposed sides and use the shock line to position the booms.
5) See shock line instructions.
6) Check all connections for tightness. If there is not a storage problem, for safety, we suggest that
locktite or nail polish be used on the release end screw and the booms threads except at the lock
tube.

ASSEMBLY, PARTS & PACKING LIST

(2 PIECES)
1- LOCK TUBES
(2 PIECES)
2- ROD PROTECTORS
(2 PIECES)
3- WASHERS
(4 PIECES)
4- SCREWS
(4 PIECES)
5- BOOMS
6,7,8,9, END OF THE BOOM ROTATION SYSTEM
(2 PIECES)
& WAFER.
ONE PAIR SHOCK LINES

ONE YEAR LIMITED WARRANTY AGAINST MANUFACTURING
DEFFECTS AND WORKMANSHIP
The Manufacturer is not responsible for the use of this product, other that its intent as an
extension boom to release a fishing line from a release system requiring 15 pounds or less
to release the fish line, unless the shock line system is in place. Shock line is included in this
package for your convenience.
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